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This lecture presents a revolutionary view of the 1868 earthquake.  While popular authors have claimed San 
Franciscans consistently denied earthquakes and learned nothing from them, this lecture will prove that 
engineers and architects built earthquake-resistant buildings after the earthquakes of 1868. The earthquake 
stimulated a wide-ranging discussion of seismically-resistant designs and spawned a series of innovative 
seismically-resistant patents for insuring the safety of brick buildings in earthquakes.  Many of the city’s 
most important buildings, including the United States Mint, the United States Appraiser’s Building, the 
Palace Hotel, the Grand Hotel, and the enlargement of the Occidental Hotel were built to withstand 
earthquakes, and successfully withstood the earthquake of 1906.  The Regents of the new University of 
California, Berkeley, having experienced the earthquake of 1868, insisted that their buildings be seismically 
resistant.  San Franciscans also saw the effectiveness of wood as a seismically-resistant material and realized 
how much safer it was to live in wood rather than brick dwellings. Looking back at the history of 
earthquakes in the Bay Area, it is essential to remember the story of forgotten citizens, engineers, and 
architects who did not deny earthquakes, but actively intervened to insure a safer San Francisco. 
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year he retired from University teaching.  He was a keynote speaker for the joint Earthquake Engineering 
Research Institute, Seismological Society of America, and Office of Emergency Services meeting marking 
the centennial of the San Francisco earthquake of 1906 on April 18, 2006.  In 2008 he was a keynote speaker 
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